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LIVING YOUR RETIREMENT LIFE 

Three questions to explore 
with your family and friends 

Retirement is defined as “the time of life when one chooses to permanently leave the 

workforce behind.” 



But is that a definition that everyone can agree 
on? And what exactly does it mean to 
permanently leave the workforce behind? The 
term “permanently” seems to imply we're no 
longer walking the earth. And if you have left 
the “workforce behind,” does that mean you are 
a non–contributing member of society then? 

Further, is “Retirement” a singular event or do 
we have “Retirements?” Most of us have had 
careers versus a single career and jobs versus 
a single job. Anyway, if you're in that 
“Retirements” phase of life, here are a few 
questions to explore with your family and 
friends. 

Should You Carry a Mortgage? 
Carrying a mortgage when you retire may be a great idea. Although the classic advice is 
to get rid of the loan by then, taking out one now gives great benefits: low rates, freed–up 
cash and tax breaks as Uncle Sam's take rises. 

Back in the 1950s as many Americans entered homeownership, the one common goal 
was to eventually pay off the mortgage and own the house outright. When that happened 
many years later, people had mortgage–burning parties. They invited friends and relatives 
to watch them burn the mortgage papers after making their last payment. Reaching this 
goal was a sign of success and represented a way to a worry–free retirement. 

Things started to change as the real estate 
explosion of the 1980s hit. With housing prices 
skyrocketing, homeowners often used the 
equity in their homes to trade up to bigger 
homes, fund college educations, pay for home 
renovations, purchase new cars and so on. No 
longer was a home an investment to one day 
own free and clear. Instead, it became the 
family bank. 

With 97 straight months of year–over–year 
gains in home prices as of May 2020, why 
wouldn't you think you could pay off the 
mortgage and then start again with a smaller 
retirement home and possibly still be mortgage 
free? Or use the equity to buy a second retirement home? 

But before you rush to pay-off the mortgage as retirement nears, have your financial 
advisor run the numbers. Using your house as an investment and a bank may not be such 
a bad idea, as long as you are cautious and realize that, as with most things, what goes 
up, will more than likely come down. 

What to Do with Your Spare Time? 



How many times have you heard this from well–meaning friends and former colleagues: 
“what will you do now with all your spare time?” 

Maybe you expect no problem filling days with grandchildren, hobbies, traveling and 
volunteer work. But its likely that you wind up wondering how you once got everything 
done while employed. 

One frequently unexpected challenge for many in this phase: the emotional space 
associated with the identity left behind. Men in particular (although both men and women 
are affected) often align personal identity more with work performed than with financial 
earnings. 

Self–fulfillment comes from being good at what you do, knowing the rules and ropes that 
come with experience and feeling confident in a day–to–day regimen that offers emotional 
security. The satisfaction that you derive from other people counting on your work matters 
more than you might think. 

A few challenges that you might find: 

 Your spouse is used to having the house alone during the day. Suddenly your 

presence invades his or her space. 

 You spent your days at work making big decisions and thriving on pressure. After 

that's gone, things you never noticed before suddenly seem urgent as your brain 

searches for problems needing the familiar big decisions. 



 A favorite hobby that always relaxed you no longer delivers the same sense of 

relief. 

 The grandchildren's softball, soccer and other sports feel more like a full–time job 

than treasured moments. 

Remember, leaving your latest career marks not just an end but also a beginning. Happy 
days are ahead if you plan. 

Should You Keep Working in Retirement? 
Some people's retirement dreams consist of having the time to do what they want, 
unencumbered by the demands of working. For others, staying in the workforce on a part–
time basis, either out of necessity or by choice, is a core component of their retirement 
picture. 

Keeping a hand in the workforce is a growing trend and for good reason: Part–time 
employment in retirement is a way to supplement cash flow, maintain employer benefits 
and stay mentally and physically engaged. 

Part–time work is very healthy from a financial-planning standpoint. For instance, every 
year you work improves your earnings history, which can increase the amount of Social 
Security you receive. Further, part–time earnings may allow you to delay taking Social 
Security benefits, because 

 At 67, you'll get 108 percent of the monthly benefit because you delayed getting 

benefits for 12 months 



 At 70, you'll get 132 percent of the monthly benefit because you delayed getting 

benefits for 48 months 

 When you reach age 70, your monthly benefit stops increasing even if you 

continue to delay taking benefits. 

Earnings from a part–time job may also mean you can delay spending down your 
retirement accounts, giving them more time to potentially grow. An extra three to five years 
– especially if it coincides with a rising market – can have a tremendously powerful impact 
on the sustainability of your portfolio. 

Finally, part–time work may offer access to employer benefits, such as health insurance 
and contributing to tax–efficient employer sponsored plans like 401(k)s – not to mention 
getting the employer match, which is literally free money. 

Part–time work can help you stay mentally sharp, socially engaged and physically fit. And 
there's the benefit of putting a lifetime of skills to work, or finally turning your attention to a 
lifelong passion. 

Still, it's a slippery slope. Part–time work can easily morph into full–time work, especially if 
you're prone to workaholism. And for those who put their years of experience to work in 
consulting may find running a business, even a tiny one–person proprietorship, more 
expensive and onerous than imagined. 

Finally: Remember that part–time work doesn't just impact your financial bottom line; it 
also affects your mind, body, family and friends. Be thoughtful of how you spend your 
time. 

Your Financial Advisor 
The key to successful planning for your 21st Century Retirements lies in following wise 
strategies. Your financial advisor understands these strategies and is great source for 
information about how to handle your money as you manage your retirements. 
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